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HEDONIST CONVERTIBLE

When we finally embark on a journey of conducting our ideas into action, 
creating another Art of Kinetik yacht means we dare not only to 
reimagine the whole concept of a luxury boat, we are also ready to rethink 
the artistic process that leads to its final look. We deeply respect the 
tradition of bringing only high quality art and share the opinion that 
outstanding pieces are not to be produced often, but rather crafted with 
great dedication and competence. Bearing this in mind, we approached 
the creation of Hedonist Convertible and that is what makes it an 
exceptional example of audacious devotion to the finest details. After 
years of hard work, we present it to you with pride.



UNRIVALLED POWER

The finest craft demand the finest engines. To generate 
the smooth, exhilirating power to match Art of Kinetik’s 
pulse-racing looks,  we engaged diesel specialists Man.

IMPECCABLE DETAIL

They say the devil is in detail. With Art of Kinetik, it 
is the delight. As with our pilot’s chairs and steering 
wheel, we sought to create a unique experience at 
every turn. Our artists and designers worked closely 
with  the engineers to produce dozens of tailored 
details such as the fuel tank caps, cleats, chock and 
reatractable deck ladders.

SHE IS BEAUTIFUL

As company name suggests, 
Hedonist Convertible just 
happens to be a yacht, but she 
is in fact a floating piece of art. 
She is beautiful and she is 
timeless. 



The aim of art is to represent not the outward 
appearance of things, but their inward significance.

Aristotle



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

HEDONIST CONVERTABLE

Length Overall [m\ft]

Beam Overall [m\ft] 

Draft [m\ft] 

Displacement full load [kg\lb] 

Accommodation

Max persons on board 

Hull type Planning Hull 

Certification – Notified body 

Navigation category 

Engines 

Propulsion 

Fuel tank [l\gal]

Fresh water tank [l\gal]

Top speed [kn]

Cruising speed [kn]

Fuel consumption at top speed

Fuel consumption at cruising speed

Range at top speed [nm]

Range at cruising speed [nm]

Tender boat

Control and monitoring system

20\65

6\20 

1,15\3,7 

38000\83776 

2+3

12 

Monohedron Planning Hull 

RINA S.p.A 

(2003/44/EC) CE category "B" 

2 x 1920 hp MTU V12 2000 M94 

2 x Rolls Royce 40A3 water jets

2 x 2500\2 x 660

1000\265

48

38

750\198

520\138

320

370

AOK custom made PWC

Böning Automationstechnologie



THE SCULPTOR
HENRY MOORE

ONCE SAID:

“If an artist tries consciously to do something to others, it is to
strech their eyes, their thoughts, and to do something they

would not see or feel if the artist had not done it. To achieve
this, he has to strech his own horizonts first.”

When we began creating our yachts, this maxim became the
backbone of every single thing we did.



Art of Kinetik
Kopitareva gradina 3
11000 Belgrade
106112
Serbia

Production cacility
Batajnicki drum 5
11080 Belgrade
200937
Serbia

www.artofkinetik.com


